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ESS brief overview
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Introduction to ESS
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Linear proton accelerator (600 m)

Neutron science systems

Target station

Main Parameters
Particle species p
Average power 5 MW
Energy 2.0 GeV
Current 62.5 mA
Peak power 125 MW
Pulse length 2.86 ms
Rep rate 14 Hz
Max cavity surface field 45 MV/m
Operating time 5200 h/year



Status of the construction of ESS
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RAMI at ESS: plan to reach high availability and how 
we adapted to reality
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RAMI plan at ESS

1. Requirement 95% availability

1. Allocation top-down

1. Analysis and estimation bottom-up

1. Design changes to reach the requirements
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Is this what we need? Is it 
properly defined?



Definition of requirements (I)
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• The main goal of ESS: Science Production

• Success:

– High brightness neutron beam 

– High availability and reliability of the neutron 

beam and Instruments

• Goals defined by the stakeholders

• Specific needs defined by the users

Requirement: 95% Availability/Reliability

– 95% of what?

– How to calculate it?

– Is this what we need?

– Is it feasible?

– Are we really willing to do it?



Definition of requirements (II)
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At least 90% of the users should receive a neutron 
beam that will allow them to execute the full scope of 

their experiments at their first attempt.

– Kinetic experiments: 
• No trips with reduction of proton beam power to less than 

50% for more than 1/10th of the measurement length.

– Integrated-flux experiments:
• Neutron beam with at least 90% availability and on average 

more than 80% of the scheduled proton beam power for the 
duration of the experiment. 

• The neutron beam will be considered unavailable when the 
proton beam power is less than 50% of its scheduled power 
for more than one minute. 

No-beam duration Maximum occurrence

1 second - 6 seconds 24000 per year
6 seconds - 1 minute 8000 per year
1 minute - 6 minutes 1000 per year

6 minutes - 20 minutes 350 per year
20 minutes - 1 hour 100 per year

1 hour - 3 hours 33 per year
3 hours - 8 hours 17 per year
8 hours - 1 day 6 per year
1 day - 3 days 2 per year

3 days - 14 days 1 per year
14 days - 3 months 1 in 5 years

3 months - 10 months 1 in 100 years

more than 10 months 1 in 500 years

Maximum acceptable beam trip frequency:

Lesson learned 1: Properly define your goals and requirements well in advance

Final, after several iterations



RAMI plan at ESS

1. Requirement 95% availability 

2. Allocation top-down

3. Analysis and estimation bottom-up

4. Design changes to reach the requirements
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New user-based requirements

Can we do it? How?



• Draft allocation example:

Allocation of requirements

Downtime duration Accelerator Target Controls Conventional

1 second - 6 seconds 758 per day - - -
6 seconds - 1 minute 136 per day - - -
1 minute - 6 minutes 12 per day - 2 per run -
6 minutes - 20 minutes 17 per run - 1 every 2 runs -
20 minutes - 1 hour 4.5 per run 2 per year 4 per year 3 per year

1 hour - 3 hours 1.5 per run 1 every 2 years 2 per year 1 every 2 years

3 hours - 8 hours 15 per year 1 every 2 years 1 every 2 years 1 every 2 years

8 hours - 1 day 5.5 per year 1 every 2 years 1 every 5 years 1 every 3 years

1 day - 3 days 2.3 per year 1 every 2 years - 1 every 10 years

3 days - 10 days 1 every 5 years 1 every 20 years - -
more than 10 days 3 every 40 years 1 every 40 years - -
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Not official, just an old draft!

Lesson learned 2: Breakdown structures (e.g. PBS, FBS) are basic to be able to allocate requirements

• Allocation by: 

– Functions: easy to define consequences but difficult to 
identify elements and responsibilities

– Systems: Elements and responsibilities are clear but 
not consequences.

• Mainly done by systems: easier to define 
requirements to subsystems.

• Not easy since not clear Breakdown structure. 

• Nice job by beam physics on failure consequences. 

• Not so good information from operations.

• It is an iterative process.



RAMI plan at ESS

1. Requirement 95% availability 

2. Allocation top-down

3. Analysis and estimation bottom-up

4. Design changes to reach the requirements
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New user-based requirements

Seems possible with the new requirements

How with the new requirements?



Analysis and estimation bottom-up (I)

• First idea: availability calculation for each 
system
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• Systems’ availabilities can’t be added up to calculate 
the availability of the whole machine -> different 
consequences! (retune, stop, reduced performance, 
inhibit…)

• Depending on the requirements (reliability, 
availability, beam power, etc.) the tools and methods 
to use will change

No-beam duration
Maximum 
occurrence

1 second - 6 seconds 24000 per year

6 seconds - 1 minute 8000 per year

1 minute - 6 minutes 1000 per year

6 minutes - 20 minutes 350 per year

20 minutes - 1 hour 100 per year

1 hour - 3 hours 33 per year

3 hours - 8 hours 17 per year

8 hours - 1 day 6 per year

1 day - 3 days 2 per year

3 days - 14 days 1 per year

14 days - 3 months 1 in 5 years

3 months - 10 months 1 in 100 years

more than 10 months 1 in 500 years

HB Klystron 
failure

NC Modulator 
failure

Retune 
accelerator

Stop and 
repair 

modulator

• With the new requirements:

Pretty advanced for Target 
and for Accelerator



Analysis and estimation bottom-up (II)

• Method seemed feasible but we needed:

– Good understanding of the systems

– Reliability data on the components

– Estimation of the consequences of the failures

– Spares, access times, scheduled maintenance…
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• Limited documentation
• In-kind design, prototyping, procurement, etc.

• Difficult to find specific data, but good 
enough for rough estimates

• Good work from Beam Physics
• Difficult due to unknown interfaces

• Information from operations is 
quite difficult to get

Lesson learned 3: Excellent documentation and communication are essential to be able to evaluate 
a system from the reliability point of view



RAMI plan at ESS

1. Requirement 95% availability 

2. Allocation top-down

3. Analysis and estimation bottom-up

4. Design changes to reach the requirements
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New user-based requirements

Seems possible with the new requirements

Difficult for some systems

How do we make changes?



Design changes to reach the requirements

• When to make the changes:
– Initial stage: Conceptual design or to choose a technology, a topology, etc.

• Has to come from the system owner (e.g. SSPA or Klystrons?) -> good in some cases at ESS, not globally

– In the detail design: when the solution is proposed, then it is analyzed

• The analysis has to be well integrated with the review process -> not at the beginning, better lately

• Changes usually cost money and/or time
– If in the initial stage, cost is balanced with availability, efficiency, etc. for different design options.

– In detail design: if not properly enforced, few availability changes can be made.

– In-kind contracts and outsourcing don’t help in many cases.
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Lesson learned 4: Having a clearly defined review process since the beginning and including RAMI in it is essential. 

Lesson learned 5: Project management must be involved in the process. Budget could be allocated to 
increase availability where needed. 



RAMI plan at ESS

1. Requirement 95% availability 

2. Allocation top-down

3. Analysis and estimation bottom-up

4. Design changes to reach the requirements
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New user-based requirements

Seems possible with the new requirements

Difficult for some systems

Very difficult, reached in 
some cases



Summary and conclusions
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Summary of lessons learned

• Lesson learned 1: Properly define your goals and requirements well in advance

• Lesson learned 2: Breakdown structures (e.g. PBS, FBS) are basic to be able to 
allocate requirements

• Lesson learned 3: Excellent documentation and communication are essential to be 
able to evaluate a system from the reliability point of view

• Lesson learned 4: Having a clearly defined review process since the beginning and 
including RAMI in it is essential. 

• Lesson learned 5: Project management must be involved in the process. Budget 
could be allocated to increase availability where needed. 
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How would I influence the design to get high 
availability?

• Management and system owners have to be on board. They have to understand the 
importance of it and to involve RAMI experts into decisions, reports, reviews, etc.

• Someone in charge of RAMI with experience and knowledge that they can trust.

• Strong systems engineering group: documentation, reviews, risk management, 
communication, design baseline, change control…

• Beam physics and operation groups have to help in the RAMI exercise.

• Foresee some time and money to improve availability.
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Conclusions

• At ESS, RAMI has been applied during the last three years

• The plan proposed could not be followed as expected

• The work contributed very positively: RAMI culture, analysis, definition of 
requirements, cross functional work…

• However, the full impact expected at the beginning was not reached.
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Driving discussions: RAMI in the different phases
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Phase 1: Design, construction and 
installation

Design for availability

Design and construct reliable and maintainable 
systems and components (specifications, analyses, 

reviews, tests…)

Identify events with large downtimes and design 
reliable protection systems

Maintenance activities linked between them, to 
schedule, to safety, etc.

Identification of spares and workbenches

Develop tools for Phase 2 (machine performance 
evaluation, integrated logbooks, smart alarm 

system…)

Phase 2: Commissioning and initial 
operations

Test, verify and adjust machine protection systems

Machine performance evaluation

Improvement of non-reliable or non-maintainable 
systems

Definition and documentation of maintenance 
procedures and tasks and define schedule 

accordingly

Automation of processes (restart after failures, 
retuning of the machine…)

Training and further develop tools for Phase 3

Phase 3: Steady state operations

Machine performance evaluation

Continuous improvement of the machine

Planning and optimization of maintenance tasks 
(RCM)

Identification of aging and obsolescence problems 

Analyze upgrades and perform all Phase 1 actions

…

Definition of goals and requirements

Continue tracking risks of not reaching the required availability and their mitigations

Investment

Tracking risks and 
mitigating them

Addressing availability only in 
operations

Time

Questions:
- What is your experience? Does this make sense?
- Why is it difficult to have these studies properly enforced?


